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Its March 1987, and five business owners
decide there has to be a better way, and from
there the Car Craft story begins from humble
beginnings to now, a 122 business network
across Australia, the largest of its type and now
bigger than the five wise men thought it would
be starting in Perth where deals were done with
an handshake and few beers and some of those
relationships are still part of the group.
Who would have even dreamed that the
company would start at five smash repairers
and then expand across Australia to a business
that includes a recycling collection business, an
ADAS Business, hail business and a paint and
consumable business.

The dream of a business that set the standard
for the industry in WA soon became realised,
and the quality that goes with being at the top
of your game. Car Craft was an early adopter of
ICAR training, and in WA has provided ICAR a
training room for their courses as well as being
a sponsor of the training organisation.
From the first newsletter in 1988 to the
current Carlines newsletter, the member or
should I say shareholder is always number
one, where the biggest repairer has the same
voting power as the smallest, where the
profits earned by the company are that of the
shareholders.
The people have always been the important
part of the Car Craft Group, the relationships
built and lost are all part of a group’s growth
and strength, the ability to pick up the phone
and call a member to seek advice or just a chat
has always been the cornerstone of group.

www.car-craft.com.au

Along the way Car Craft and its members have
been acknowledged as the best, winning
countless industry awards, the group had an
ethos of supporting the local MTA’s and be
actively involved the national conversation
when AMBRA was once the voice, the group
also has had a passion for training our own
with many members over the years leading
the pack in helping our young people into the
industry, the group also invested and developed
an industry hourly rate calculator which
was generously donated to the MTAA, for all
repairers to understand the cost of business.
And we want to keep on growing, offering
independently owned family businesses a
place to be a part of and keep growing their
dream, we intend on being here for another
35 years building strong business to business
partnerships, working closely with our work
proving partners and most importantly our
thousands and thousands of customers.

10 Years for CCQ

Car Craft QLD recently celebrated 10
years in business and to honour the
milestone an event was held at The Glenn
Hotel in Brisbane.
It was a semi formal occasion and was
very well attended by both current and
former shareholders.
Most of the original shareholders who
kicked off Car Craft in QLD in 2011 were
in attendance except for a couple who
were trapped out of the Sunshine State.
Some of the guys are now retired but still
gave up their time to come along and
speak to everyone about why they had
joined and the benefits of being part of
the group.
There was slide show playing throughout
the event with pictures from the past,
a tribute to the late Dean Taylor who
started off CCQ in 2011, well wishes
from the WA crew, interviews with both
Ben Chesterfield GM, and Chris Manteit
Chairman of CCQ.
Each table was named in honour of “well
used sayings” in the industry, i.e., written
off, supplementary, miscellaneous, sublet
etc. Once the formal part of the evening
was over there were awards given out
to attendees whose names were drawn
from a box at each table.
There was music, dancing and laughter as
the night went on and as usual there was
the same culprits who love a few drinks,
and it became obvious why this is only
done every 10 years.
The most memorable part of the evening
was a “This Is Your Life” surprise video that
was put together for Tony Savva, who
many did not know was/is a budding
musician and has been for over 35years.
The video was simply titled
“The Savva Files”.
A huge thanks must go to Linda “who
also manages the CCQ office” as she put
the whole event together and by all
accounts it was a huge success.
Bring on the next milestone for CCQ.

Finixa SAN05 5L Auto Protect Surface Cleaner
Effective against Covid-19 virus

- Alcohol based, fast and eeective surface cleaner.
- Safe to use on all surfaces without the use of any personal
protection.
- Works quickly and evaporates by itself leaving no odor behind.
- Developed to use with bucket SOF 25S;
simply add 700ml surface cleaner.
- Very economical in use: 5 litres impregnates 490 wipes (7 rolls)
- Specially developed for automotive applications such
as car keys, door handles, steering wheel, dashboard, upholstery
and all other interior surfaces.
- Also perfect to clean and sanitise benchtops, equipment, control
panels of machines and appliances, keyboards, touchscreens, etc.

To place your order or for
any enquiries call
Sarah Martin on 0405 525 344
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CHOICE IN HAIL REPAIRS

TOTAL HAIL
SOLUTIONS
TEL: 1300 04HAIL

CARL + 0418 796 378

BEN + 0499 697 035

To t a l H a i l S o l u t i o n s
And yet again Total Hail Solutions has been
busy since October 2021. With unprecedented
weather across the country there have been
hailstorms from the south to the north and
west to Adelaide.
The boys from THS have been extremely busy
and have recently completed hundreds of
vehicles in Brisbane and currently have sites
running in Coffs Harbour, Mackay and 3 sites in
South Australia.

To co-ordinate these types of events takes
planning, normally on the run and once
again THS have risen to the occasion and to
date have repaired thousands of cars so far,
and it would seem the repairs will continue
for some months yet.
This is very positive for the group as a whole
as all the conventional work is distributed to
the Car Craft shops in the area.

We Are All

Open

As I write this article, the borders
across Australia are finally open
after the Western Australian border
opened on March 3rd and with this
news business can truly accelerate to
a close to the old normal as we can.
After some years hibernating
the 2022 Collision Repair Expo
is back from April 7th to the 9th
in Melbourne, and this is a great
opportunity to catch up with the
industry and Car Craft will be there
again at booth AA23, with a wellsupported team of Car Craft owners
and staff to answer any questions
business owners may have about
becoming a part of the countries
largest group of independent
repairers.
Our state managers are there to
answer any questions, so reach out to
Darren, Ben and Cliff who will on the
stand across the expo, and if you’re
lucky enough the Grand prix is on too.
Over the last few months, the
group has added new members in
Queensland, Sydney metro and in
Melbourne, on behalf of all members
and staff I would like to welcome you
all in joining our organisation.
We have also had many more
members reach ICAR Gold
recognition across the country, and
this time the team in Queensland
have been leading the pack, and
lets not forget the various industry
awards over the last few months,
I’ll start with Women in Collision
congratulations to Sarah Martin,
Fiona Johnson and Harleen Kaur for
winning their categories.
And in the Paint and Panel bodyshop
awards, the Car Craft Group has again
scooped up the awards, 15 awards in
total, including the top gong going to
Darren and his team at Holmes Smash
Repairs, these award winners join a
multitude of winners over the last
10 years.
Peter McMahon CEO
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“Our alignment with Octoral could not have gone smoother. The support we received in installation, training
and introducing the correct processes to match the new system was second to none.
We are currently two months into using Octoral and have had continual positive feedback. The product is far
superior and competitively priced compared to the premium product we were previously using.
We have found the basecoat is fast drying and very user-friendly, colours are as good as any other system on
the market and the clears are awesome with outstanding gloss retention.
In hindsight we should have changed earlier.”
-Steve Davies, Founder of Northside Smash Repairs Queensland

M c Ca r t hys in M a ck ay re ce nt l y ce l e b rate d
50 yea rs in t he Sma sh R e p a i r i n dust r y
The business was started by Craig
McCarthys parents, and they ran it
until Craig and Andrea took it over in
1988. Since then, they have both built
and bought new premises, achieved
I-Car Gold status, (the first in QLD to
do so) and ensured that they have
kept abreast of the ever-changing
requirements of the industry by
investing in the correct equipment
and training to ensure remaining at
the forefront of the industry.
To celebrate the milestone Andrea
threw together an event for the ages,
and whilst it was primarily a social
event it was also a time to reflect on
just far this family business has come
in 50 years.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST RANGE OF
TOYOTA GENUINE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
City

152 West Terrace
Ph: 8238 5555
cmitoyota.com.au

Cheltenham
869 Port Road
Ph: 8268 0888

Christies Beach
150 Beach Road
Ph: 8382 9000

Nor th Ballina
Smash Repairs
The Car Craft Group have welcomed
another shop to the group. Joel and Tara
of North Ballina Smash Repairs are a young
couple with an optimistic attitude and
a very neat and presentable shop. They
spent quite some time doing their due
diligence before joining Car Craft and they
will be a welcome addition to the group.

Shareholders Classics
A number of Car Crafters have amassed
some pretty impressive vehicle collections
over the years and each issue of Carlines will
now feature a special vehicle from one of the
members collections.
To kick it of we are starting with Darren Holmes
from Holmes Smash Repairs in the sleepy city
of Toowoomba.
Darren has a few cars in his impressive
collection that wear a Lions badge, but his
chosen car for this feature is very “Special”

Tu r f Ta l k
This week we meet PUFFER - the Adelaide
Oval pitch roller. He weighs about 2.5 tonne
and was built in 1951. “It is probably one of
the most important pieces of equipment we
have here at the oval,” says Damian Hough,
Head Curator. “Being a 3 pin roller it gives
very good compaction. Puffer get’s rather
busy too as the entire rolling process could
take up to 8 days.”

It was bought new by his late great grandfather
from City Autos in Toowoomba in 1962 and
has remained in the family and been registered
ever since. The car in question is an EJ Special
and has only travelled a mere 33100 miles in
nearly 6 decades. It has only left Toowoomba
twice in this time, once for a trip to the Gold
Coast and once further west to Stanthorpe.
The car still presents as new, the interior smell,
the doors shut like it was bought yesterday and

the paint and bodywork are the same as when
it left the showroom.
It is a credit to Darren (who became the
caretaker of the car in 2014) and the family
for keeping this heirloom in the condition it
is in, and feel it is a worthy recipient for the
inaugural feature.
It takes pride of place in Darren’s Holden
collection.

Bluett Bodyworks
Zelko Strizic has been in this industry for most
of his life and seen it for all of its changes. Zelko
identified he wanted to step up from a position
on the floor and own his own Smash Repair
business. So when Campbelltown Smash
Repairs (CSR) came up for sale he promptly
sprang into action and purchased the business,
that was in June 2020.
Shortly after, Zelko joined the NSW Central
Car Craft Group with a view to network with
industry leaders and to be supported by a
National group of quality repairers.
In April 2021 Tim Bastalic joined Zelko in
partnership and CSR has been transformed into
the thriving business it is now. Both Tim & Zelko
were hungry to expand CSR however while
contemplating those plans an opportunity to
purchase Bluett Bodyworks in Gregory Hills
arose and the team embraced the next chapter
of their partnership in January 2022.
Bluett Bodyworks was an independent family
business with great potential in a modern
industrial estate in the rapidly expanding area
of Camden. It was an easy decision for the guys
to align their new enterprise with the Car Craft
Group.

Zelko & Tim have already expanded the Bluett
Bodyworks footprint by leasing the adjoining
building with a view to separate the panel and
paint areas and are currently introducing their
proven method of management and processes
to bring the team at Bluett Bodyworks along
for the journey.
Exciting times for Bluett Bodyworks indeed,
watch this space.
The Car Craft Group wish to welcome Bluett
Bodyworks onboard.

We asked Car Craft’s National Chairman, Mike Wilkinson, of Peter Wilkinson & Co

6 Questions in 60 Seconds
1. Can you remember the first thing
you bought with your own money?
Skate board…. I was skating from a very young
age and only ever had a second hand board
that I go from one of my mates older brothers.

2. What is the one thing you could
not live without?
Family and friends. There is a lot around today
that you cannot trust. Family and REAL friends
are people that can be relied on for the truth
and support when you really do need it.

3. Which three traits define you?
Honesty, reliability and trustworthy.

4. What is the best piece of advice
anyone has given you in your career?
Whatever it is you do, be sure to do what it is
you enjoy. If you enjoy what you do, you will be

good at it. If you are good at it, you will always
have work and be successful. Forget ego, ego’s
get in the way of quality outcomes.

5. What has being part of Car Craft
done for you?
Business- In our industry, it is easy to get down
and feel that you are the only one doing it hard.
Car Craft is a network of like minded people
from the same industry, experiencing the same
difficulties. It is great to have the ability to speak
to others and bounce things off people who
know exactly what you are dealing with.

which has helped me grow personally and build
my support network. One thing we cannot
deny is that we all have a need to be involved
in something. Whether it is a sporting club,
business group some other interest. We need the
interaction of others and we enjoy the company
of others. I am very grateful that I have been
able to meet so many great people and develop
strong friendships that I know ill be life lasting.

6. What is your passion outside of
work?

One of the other great benefits is the buying
capacity of a group brings better discounts
and deals for the purchase of goods and
services along with opportunities for additional
contracts for the provision of work.

I enjoy golf (as much as you can enjoy golf).

Personally-

Family, of course is a major priority for me. I
am the Grand Father of 8 kids ranging in ages
from 9 years to just 12 months old. Having
them around and watching them grow into real
human beings is a gift.

Through the course of the 34 years of
involvement with the Car Craft group, I have
established some great friendships. I have
carried out a number of roles within the group

Pam and I really do enjoy taking off in our RV
and exploring the country we live in. There is so
much we have not experienced living in the city.
Its an eye opener.

Ensure your
estimate is
accurate.
Access the
method first
To get the most out of your estimates
put the power back in your hands, contact
+61 488 450 666 or at www.ezimethods.com

Free 7 day trial

Car Craft Victoria is
We have added two new members to the
group.
Automotive Panel Service in Richmond….
what can you say!
If you visit this business and don’t come out
laughing, you’re doing something wrong!
Owner Bruce Peatling and his Manager,
Shaun Digby, survive the day to day in this
industry with a big laugh and a smile. You
could be forgiven for thinking you walked
onto the set of a comedy duo.

“On the Move”!

Ripper blokes who genuinely appreciate
being part of the group. It’s a real
pleasure to visit and assist where we
can. In the inner East, this business is a
great addition to the group. Established
back in the early 80’s, this business has
stood the test of time. Bruce is a 37-year
veteran of the industry, who like most
came through from the trade. With
Shaun, a 38-year industry journeyman,
the experience shows.
Another new addition is member to
join the group is Amex Autobody –
Heidelberg. Long time industry stalwart,
John Chesser, is implementing his exit
strategy after 53 years in this business,
with a sale of the business to his son
Glenn.
Amex Autobody has a long and valued
reputation in Melbourne for quality

Ezi
Methods
Every week Ezi Methods is adding another
business to it’s already sizable subscriber list.
The key feedback we receive is:
•

It’s the quickest and easiest product to use
in the market.

•

We have the most comprehensive library
of repair methods available.

•

Our Methods request function is unique
and with 24 hour turn around, it’s a great
service.

•

New models are being loaded every
month.

•

2 significant insurers in the market also
use Ezi Methods as their key reference.

•

The warnings, ADAS information and
general comments greatly improve
efficiency.

If you haven’t tried it yet, get an obligation free
three-day trial at ezimethods.com

prestige repairs and Glenn is keen to
keep this going with prudent investment,
staying at the forefront of industry
presentation and standards.
And on the topic of investment, our inner
rural members Gisborne Smash Repairs
have certainly put their money where
their mouth is with their fantastic new
premises. Niall Cardillo and Bryce Marks
have picked a winner in this area. With
more and more people working from
home and seeking the rural lifestyle,
while being within easy reach of the
Melbourne CBD, this is a fats growing
area that will clearly need a quality body
repairer.
Not one’s for doing things by halves,
this purpose-built premises brings state
of the art equipment and facilities to
the area.

New
Shops
David Taylors Spraypainting in Townsville
has had a relaunch recently after Clinton and
Anastacia Taylor recently took over the reins
from Clintons parents.
They put on a night to celebrate the occasion
and with a new name (Taylors of Townsville)
and new logos and a total refurb of the
building the future is looking bright for these
guys. Clinton is a thinker, and certainly thinks
outside the box, which is great to see, and he
enjoys the networking that he is able to do
by being part of Car Craft.
A number of other CCQ shops have been
making moves recently with renovations and
expansions in their businesses.
Ryan Anderson from Morayfield Smash is
up and running with his second site, Chris
and Shari Agnew are nearing completion
with their additional site for Sommerville’s,
this is going to be a monster facility when
completed, Jeremy Donald from Southern
Autos is now operational in his new facility,
Dan and Megan Leishman from Gold
Coast Collision have also opened a second
site, Helena Wilmot and Wes Jenkins from
Willmot’s in Cairns are nearing completion of
their renovations on a second site, and Craig
and Andrea McCarthy have acquired another
building and are in the process of the fit out
for the new offices and equipment for their
Tesla approved Repairer site.
It is great to see the optimism for the
industry within the Car Craft Network, It is
also great to see that several more Car Craft
businesses in Queensland have joined other
Car Craft Repairers across the country and
have recently been named as preferred
repairers for OEM’s, including Coastal
Collision and Holmes Smash Repairs for Tesla
and Drive Accident Solutions for VW.

I-CAR
Gold
Class

Flow Autobody has
been awarded the
prestigious I-CAR
Gold Class Collision
status.
In our workshop, we value
continuous learning to drive quality
work and live up to our promise of
high-quality repairs. We decided to
take the I-CAR Road to Gold journey
to upskill the entire team and make
sure we are up-to-date with current
trends and technologies,” outlined
Jai Aguilar, business owner of Flow
Autobody.

Holmes Panel and
Paint has also been
awarded I-CAR Gold
Class Collision status.
The Road to Gold Program suited
our business to keep up to date with
the latest repair considerations and
technological advances. It was an
extension of our commitment to
instil a learning culture throughout
our business as we recognise the
value of investing in the ongoing
development of our talents.” Matt
Bryan, owner of Holmes Panel and
Paint revealed.

MVD1370

By achieving I-CAR Gold Class, Flow
and Holmes Panel and Paint joins a
growing number of repairers within
the Car Craft Group to be recognised
with this certification

PROUDLY
SUPPORTING
THE COMMUNITY
At Paradise Mazda we are renowned for
our excellent customer service and are
passionate about what we do and have
been for over 65 years!

8337 3377
738 Lower North East Road
Paradise SA 5075
PA RA DISEMA Z DA .COM.AU

Training is something that all Car
Craft repairers continually undertake
because they recognise the value
and importance of training to
meet the ongoing technological
advancements and changing
demands of the collision repair
industry.

Ca r Cra f t Wi nne r s i n t h e

Wo m e n i n Co l l i s i o n Awa rd s
Fiona Johnson from McCarthy Panel
and Paint.
Just like all parts managers Fiona
Johnson is undeniably the busiest person
in the workshop. The workshop guys
many of whom were here prior to the
“pocket rocket” as she has been dubbed,
understand the value of having a parts
manager that is all over it when it comes
to parts and working with vehicles,
and has presented a steep learning
curve from previous roles, however
Fiona’s ability to apply her knowledge
of stock control has seen her become
increasingly successful in her role. She
has implemented some major changes
to the parts dept, the most notable the
label areas for storage which works well
for our areas. She has also implemented
daily update emails from suppliers
that addresses all outstanding orders
and requires daily follow up from our
suppliers so we are as up to date as
possible with any parts issues.
Fiona has also undergone on job training
with us completing Administration I-Car
Courses, and more recently the PPG Lean
management training 5’s for efficiencies
and waste reduction. The information
learned has been employed throughout
her role to improve parts flow.

In Victoria we also have another outstanding
winner. Harleen Kaur has been working with
Essendon Panels since September 2017,
originally starting in Accounts and developing
into the role of Office Manager.
With fantastic customer service and Google
Reviews, it is clear Harleen is a valuable staff
member.

Harleen is very proud to work in the
Automotive industry and is a member
of Women in Automotive (VACC). While
a with Essendon Panels, Harleen has
managed to complete her Masters in
Professional Accounting coupled with
Advance Diploma in Management.

Sarah Martin from Car Craft WA’s
Advantage Solutions WA paint and
consumable business is another
worthy recipient of the award in
her category, Sarah has been with
the Car Craft Team for over 8 years
working in the administration
department at the head office
before shifting over the paint and
consumable business owned by the
Car Craft members in WA.
Sarah has taken to the business like a
bee to honey, and made it her own,
Sarah’s passion is her customers,
and is always going the extra mile
to ensure her customers have the
product she needs when they
need it. This award is an overdue
recognition of the outstanding
passion Sarah has for the business.
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